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Let F be a square integrable random variable on the classical Wiener space and 
let us denote by ffi the symmetric kernels appearing in its chaos expansion. We give 
sufftcient conditions for the unambiguous definition of F at the points of the 
Cameron Martin space. We also give conditions for the existence of approximate 
limits (in the sense of Denjoy). These results are first proved for multiple integrals 
I,(f.) before they are extended to the general random variables F. The conditions 
are given in terms of the LP-norms of the kernels f,. The last section of the paper 
is devoted to an original application of our estimates to the proof of the existence 
of the Onsager-Machlup functional for a nonanticipative stochastic differential 
equation of a special type. % 1992 Academtc Press. lot 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of trace theorems in classical (functional) analysis is to give 
unambiguous values to elements of Lebesgue spaces and more generally 
Schwartz distributions on sets of measure zero. These theorems have 
proved to be of crucial importance in the solution of many problems from 
mathematical analysis. The main result of the present paper is formulated 
in the same spirit. It gives an infinite dimensional version of a trace 
theorem for measurable functions on Wiener space. 
Let us denote by (Q, 9, P) the classical Wiener space, in other words, 
52 is the space C( [O, 11, R) of real valued continuous functions on [O, 11, 
B is the smallest a-field of subsets of 52 for which all the functions 
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$2 3 o 4 X, (0) = o(t) are measurable and P is the probability measure on 
(Q9) giving the distribution of the one dimensional process of Brownian 
motion starting from the origin. Let us now consider a random variable F 
on this probability space. The knowledge of the values F(o) is limited to 
a set of full measure 1 of w’s, and in particular, it does not make sense to 
talk about the values of the function F on a given set 52, of measure 0. 
The purpose of the main result of this paper is to show that it is some- 
times possible to give a natural and unambiguous definition of F on some 
sets Q, of Wiener measure zero. Even though important challenging 
problems concern relatively large sets Q,, we shall restrict ourselves to the 
case of a single point Q, = {w,, } of the Cameron Martin space. In fact this 
problem easily reduces to the important particular case w,, = 0 on which we 
concentrate for the remainder of this introduction. 
Let us consider the following simple strategy. One first chooses a 
family Y of sets of positive Wiener measures containing the origin 0 and 
decreasing to (0) in the sense that 
and one then tries to prove that the limit 
exists, in which case one defines F(0) as the value of this limit. Here (and 
in the following) we denote by 1, the indicator (also called characteristic) 
function of the set A. A natural choice for the family V is to pick 
neighborhoods of the origin for a norm on the path space Q, as long as 
these neighborhoods are of positive Wiener measure. We shall restrict our- 
selves to the particular case of the neighborhood system defined by the 
uniform norm 
II~II, = sup Iw(t)l 
rt co. 11 
and the corresponding family of neighborhoods 
v,= {oEQ; IIWII, GE) 
for E > 0 decreasing to 0. Consequently, F(0) is defined as the limit 
F(0) = lim E{FJ V,} = lim 
&\I0 
whenever this limit exists. This is a weaker form of the notion of Denjoy’s 
approximate limit (see [3]). We shall also consider the problem of the 
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existence of approximate limits but we concentrate on the weaker form 
given by (1) for the purpose of the present discussion. Notice that the 
above definition requires the integrability of the random variable F. We 
shall in fact assume that F is at least square integrable. But before we 
actually state our main estimate we need to introduce some specific nota- 
tion. If FEL*(Q) is a square integrable random variable on the Wiener 
space we use the notation 
F= f I,(f,), 
n = 0 
where f,, E Lf ([0, 11”) for its expansion in the Wiener chaos. The s-sub- 
script appearing in the notation of the Lebesgue space means that we are 
considering a symmetric function. We investigate the existence of the limit 
(1) in terms of the properties of the kernels fn’s. We study the case of a 
multiple integral F= I, (f,) as a first step (and as a consequence we restrict 
ourselves to even integers n). Our main estimate uses the relined version of 
Young’s inequality due to Brascamp and Lieb. We introduce a notion of 
multiple trace for the symmetric kernels fn which is equivalent to the 
existence of the limit (1) and we give sufficient conditions for the existence 
of these limits. We prove in Theorem 3.1 below that the limit (1) exists for 
F= Z,, (f,,) whenever f E L,P ([0, 11”) for some p > (1 + n/4) v 2. Here (and 
in the following) we use the notation a v b for the maximum of two real 
numbers a and b. The corresponding result for the existence of the 
approximate limit is proven in Theorem 3.2. The general case is treated by 
controlling the summation of the (approximate) limits of the multiple 
integrals appearing in the chaos decomposition of F. The assumptions 
which we need are more involved. We require that the kernels n be 
bounded and that their L--norms decrease essentially like I/ Y n!. See 
Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.5 below for precise statements. We conclude 
the discussion of these results by an important reminder. The value of the 
limit F(0) exists and is independent of the choice of the norm when F is 
continuous. But the notion of trace to be used (and consequently the value 
of the limit) depends upon the choice of the norm when the functional F 
is not continuous. An illustration of this fact was proved in [11] for the 
best known example of a discontinuous functional, the so-called Levy 
area: given any positive number in a dense subset of 5X, it is possible to 
choose a norm so that the limit exists and is equal to this number. 
An interesting application of the above result is a generalization of 
the known estimates of the Onsager-Machlup functional for diffusion 
processes. 
We first recall the general framework in which these estimates occur. Let 
P.~ be the distribution (in the space of continuous functions) of the solution 
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starting from XE [w of the the stochastic differential equation with constant 
diffusion coefficient driven by a standard Brownian motion {IV,; 
0 < t d 1 }. We consider only situations for which the topological support of 
the measure pX is the path space C, of continuous functions cp which satisfy 
q(O)= x. For each path cp of this type we denote by T,(p) the tube of 
section E around the path, i.e., 
Given two different continuous paths cp and I++ starting from X, the 
asymptotic behavior of the ratio of the measures of the tubes T,(q) and 
T,(+) has attracted the attention of many theoretical physicists and 
probabilists. In fact, because of the fundamental work of the physicists 
Onsager and Machlup [9] one expects that 
lim ~.x(Te(+)) 
wM’&))=~~~ ut, $(a $(t)) dt - j’ ut, 4(t), v(t)) dt 1 (2) 0 
for some function L(t, i, x). The functional appearing in the right hand 
side of (2) bears the name Onsager-Machlup functional. Using Girsanov’s 
theorem one easily shows that the problem reduces to showing that 
lim PL,(T,($)) 
c-o P(T,(O)) =exp UL $O), v+(t)) dt . I 
Several rigorous versions of this claim have been proved. They follow the 
initial analysis of Stratonovich [12] and they deal with diffusion processes 
on a manifold. See, for example, the works of Ikeda and Watanabe [7], 
Takahashi and Watanabe [14], Takahashi [13], and Fujita and Kotani 
[S]. In all cases, the drift b(t, x) is independent of t and the curve I+$ is 
smooth. Following an initial work of Zeitouni who considered in [ 151 the 
case *EC+‘, Shepp and Zeitouni used convexity inequalities from [2] to 
treat the case of square integrable functions $ in [lo], improving 
Zeitouni’s previous result while streamlining his proof at the same time. 
The application which we discuss in the last section of the paper is 
slightly more general than the standard ones and it seems that it cannot be 
obtained by the techniques of the papers quoted above. We consider the 
stochastic differential equation 
X~=~+FV,+~~b(s,X,,~~a,dX~)ds, (3) 
where a is a (real valued) bounded function on [0, l] and where the coef- 
ficient b is of the form b(t, x, y) = b, (t, x) + b, (t, x) y. It is easy to prove 
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existence and uniqueness of a solution (by rewriting this equation as a 
system). For each path 4 in the Cameron Martin space, i.e., of the form 
4, = x + .c’ d, 4 
the Onsager-Machlup functional L(4) is defined as 
whenever this limit exists. As in the standard case, Girsanov’s formula can 
be used to get 
for some exponential martingale M. The problem of the existence of the 
Onsager-Machlup functional reduces to the control of the limit of the 
above right hand side. Some of the terms can be handled by the classical 
arguments of the book of Ikeda and Watanabe, some other terms can be 
controlled by the estimate of Shepp and Zeitouni, but several terms require 
the full strength of the results we discussed above. Under mild conditions 
on the functions b, and 6, we prove that L(4) exists and that it is given 
by 
This result is proved in the last section of the paper. It appears as a conse- 
quence of our results on approximate limits. The latter are stated and 
proven in Section 3. They rely on delicate technical estimates. These crucial 
estimates are proven in Section 2 below. 
2. TECHNICAL ESTIMATES 
We begin this section with a set of definitions and notations which we 
need throughout the rest of the paper. 
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If E > 0 we denote by {P:; t > 0) the semigroup of the Dirichlet 
Laplacian on the interval [-E, E], or equivalently the semigroup generated 
by Brownian motion in [ -E, E] killed when it reaches the boundary. 
Consequently 
for every bounded measurable function f on [ -E, E] and any x E C--E, E]. 
Here we use the notations E, to denote the expectation over the Brownian 
paths starting from x and T, for the first exit time of the interval [ -8, E], 
i.e., 
T,=inf{t>O; ( W,J =E}. 
This semigroup comes in handy when one tries to rewrite the multiple 
integrals we have to deal with. Indeed: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let us usmme that X = {X, ; 0 < t d 1) is an adapted process 
such that IE {j:, X,” d s < CO. Let f be a bounded measurable function on } 
[ -E, + E]. Then for any E > 0 we have the equality 
where the notation V is used for the operator of derivation with respect 
x variable. 
Proof: For simplicity we give the proof in the case f - 1. Because 
isometric property of the stochastic integral, it suffices to show that 
Notice that formula (4) is equivalent to 
to the 
of the 
(4) 
(5) 
In order to show (5) we use the Markov property with the natural 
filtration (e)tro of the Brownian motion { W,; t 201, i.e., e= 
o{W,,O<s<t}.ForanyO<t<l wehave 
P{T,<lI~}=l(,<,,+P(t<T,<lI~} 
=l(TE<t]+l(TFPt] L-1-v sup I WSI 41 
f<S<l 
=1(,<,}+q,>,} Cl -(fYtl)(W,)l 
= 1 -I{,>,) (P;-,l)(wr) (6) 
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because we have 
[P::I](x)=P{ sup Ix+ w,, 
OSS<l 
for x E [ -E, E] . Ito’s formula gives 
(p~~Il)(w,)=(P~I)(o)+J (vp;L.yl)(Ws)~Ws (7) 
0 
so that (6) can be rewritten as 
We conclude the proof of the lemma by checking that the above right hand 
side is equal to the right hand side of (5). This equality is first proved on 
the set {T, > t} where it follows from the fact that 1 - (P;l)(O) = 
l-P{T,>l}=P{T,<l}. On the other hand, on the set {TE<t} the 
above right hand side is equal to 1 while the right hand side of (5) is equal 
to 
P{T,~l}-jlr(VP;~,l)(W,)dW, 
0 
=~{T,~l)-((P”,~,l)(W,)-(P;l)(O)) 
=P’{T,~l}+P{T,>l}=l, 
where the crucial step is done by using once more Ito’s formula. This 
completes the proof of the lemma. [ 
The semigroup operator P; can be expressed in terms of the eigenfunc- 
tions y: and the eigenvalues i: of the Dirichlet Laplacian on the interval 
[0, 11. Indeed, for every bounded measurable function f on [ -E, E], for 
every t > 0 and for every x E [ -E, E] one has 
CP:fl(X)=I+&p:(X,L.)f(L.)dy, --E 
where 
P;(x, y)= f e-““‘y;(x) y;(y) 
k=l 
for x, y E [ -E, E]. By scaling one needs only to know these objects in the 
case E = 1. Indeed one has 
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for k >, 1 and x E C-E, E]. Now, one easily checks that 
and 
Notice that 
if k iseven 
if k = 2j + 1 withj >, 0. 
Notice also that 
<Yk) =I’,’ sinF(x+l)dx= 
4x/k if k is odd 
0 if kis even 
and that 
(YiT Yj> =$ J+: cos~(x+l)sinj~(x+l)dr 
2kjx/( j* - k2) if k+jork-jisodd = 
0 otherwise. 
We now come back to the multiple stochastic integrals which we have 
to control. We introduce some special notation to handle them. For any 
even integer n and for any functionfE Lf ([0, 11”) we denote by Z,(f) the 
multiple stochastic integral 
L(f)=n! j f(t 1, . . . . t,) dW,, . ..dW.“. 
(011,-c ... <l”<I) 
f is sometimes called the kernel of the stochastic integral. We shall use the 
notation m for n/2. By successive iterations of the above lemma we get 
=n! 
I f(t 4J 1, . . . . {O<r,< <r.<I) 
x (P~,vP~~_,,vP:,_,~...VP~~_,VP”,_,~l)(O) dt,dt, . ..dt.. (8) 
Our goal is to estimate the kernel K” defined by 
K’(t 1, ..., tn) = (p;,vp:,-,,vp:,-,z -vp;n~,“~,vp; -,“w). (9) 
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It follows from the preceding computations that the kernel K” has the 
expression 
(-1) (h - 1 l/2 
kl, . . . . k.+, = I, 
kz, even, k2z +, odd 
x exp -~(ik,fl+ik2(t2-tl)+ .” +nk~(t,-t,~,)+nk”+,(l-t,)) 1 
k k2k2...k2 ki 
’ (kf-k;);k;yk$&k;+,) (10) 
We know that 
i lim e 
&LO 
“1’“2P{T,>1j=1. 
Therefore, in order to study the asymptotic behavior of the expression 
wu-)l~,>l) 
we consider the expression 
71 eAl’e2KE( t, ) . ..) t,) 
4 
2 n 
= - 0 t-11 (h - 1 J/2 k k2k2...k2 k2 1 2 3 n-l n & kl. . ..a k,+ I = 1, (k; - k;)(k; - k:) ... (k; - k;, ,) 
k2, even, kg, + , odd 
x exp -&(k:-1)+(1,-t,)(k:-1) 
+ . ..+(t.-t,_,)(k;-l)+(l-t,)(k;+,-1)) . 1 (11) 
We denote by B”( t, , . . . . t,,) the sum of all the terms in the expression (11) 
for which all the odd indices k2i+, , i = 0, 1, . . . . m, are equal to one (recall 
that m = n/2). In other words, we set 
BE(t 1, . ..) t,)= 
( 
4 
3 [ exp k2 = 2, k2 even 
-~kMk:-I)] -(k:~Ij2) 
2 
. . . 
( ‘k n -2; evenerp[ . ” 
-+z--ln-,W-l)] w(k:Ll)2) 
n 
In order to analyze this contribution we introduce the function 
e(t) = 4 f exp 
( 
$ (4j2 - 11) (4jz4! 1 )2, t > 0. (12 
j=l 
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Our interest in this function $ is that it gives a very concise way to express 
the rather complicated expression BE(fl, . . . . t,) in terms of its scaled 
versions I,~~‘s defined by 
Indeed, BE(fl, . . . . t,) can be rewritten in the form 
BE(t 1, ..., t”)=(-l)mll/,(t2--tl)ICl,(t4--3)...~E(f,--”-l). (13) 
Another very convenient property of the function J/ is that its scaled 
versions II/C’s form an approximate identity. This follows immediately from 
the following computation the result of which we state as a lemma: 
LEMMA 2.2. One has 
s 
om$(t)dt=$, (14) 
and in particular, the functions tie’s form an approximate identity. 
Proof: A straightforward computation gives 
s 0m $(t)dt=4 f 32j2 i= 1 n2(4j2 - 1)3 
3 00 
=7 
71 j-l (2j- 1$(2j+ 1)3 c '* 
m 1 (2j+1)2+2j-1 (2j-1)*--j-l 
=S Z 2[ (2j+1)3 - (2j-1)3 /=l ] 
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Before stating the main estimate of this section, we pause to establish 
another technical result: 
LEMMA 2.3. There exists a universal constant C such that, for any integer 
m’ 2 3 one has 
Proof: The first step of the proof is to estimate the above sum by an 
integral over KY’. In order to do so we introduce the functions 
dY)= 5 ill,-,,k,(Y)+ll-,,,,(.~)+ f $k.k+,)(?.) 
k= --z lkl k=l 
and 
3c 1 
fib)= c +k,k+1,(1’) and f*(Y) = l,,, 2,(Y). 
k=l 
With these notations at hand we claim that K < I, where the integral 1, is 
defined by 
I,= .i IRmf,(Y1)f~(Y2)...f*(Ym..-,)fl(Y,.) ‘p(Y, -Y*) 
. (P(Ym,-Yfn-1) dY, . ..dYrd. (15) 
It is clear that the value of 1, is given by the following formula as well: 
provided we set 
P(k 1, . . . . km,) 
One obviously has 
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so that it suffices to estimate /?(k,, . . . . k,,) only for those kis such that 
k, #k,# ... #k,.. We consider the following exhaustive set of possible 
cases: 
(i) Ifki+l<ki+,, then for yiE [ki, ki+ 1 ] and y,+ i E [ki+ 1, ki+ I+ 11 
we have 
I Yi-Y;+ll E Cki+, -ki-l,ki+l-k;+l] 
and therefore cp( yi - yi+ i) > l/(k, + I - k,). 
(ii) If k,+ 1 =kiil, then 1 yi-yi+ , ( E [0,2] and consequently 
cp(yi--yi+,)=l=l/lk,+,-k,l. 
The cases k, + 1 < ki- I and k, + 1 = ki- , are treated in an analog manner. 
The conclusion is that 
LW 
1 
l~““km’)~~k,-k,~Ikz-k,~...~k,~~,-k,,~ 
whenever k, # k2 # . . . # k,. . This proves the claim K d 2,. 
The second step of the proof is to estimate the integral I, by means of 
a generalization of Young’s inequality due to Brascamp and Lieb [ 11. 
Let l<r,p,q< +cc be such that 
2 m’-2+m’-1 -+- --mm’. 
r 4 P 
Then, the Brascamp-Lieb inequality says that 
where the notation I] . lip is used for the norm in Lebesgue’s pace Lp( R) 
and where D,. is a universal constant which we estimate below. We shall 
use this inequality with the values r = 3, q = 00, and p = (m’ - 2/3)/(m’ - 1). 
Under these conditions we have 
lMll:=( f k-3)2’3 
k=l 
which we denote by C. Notice that here and in the sequel we use the letter 
C for a universal constant even if the value of this constant may change 
from one formula to another. Obviously 
II f2 II m d 1, 
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and finally 
m’ - 213 
ml-1 
II cp II p 
= 2+2 f ~-(m’-2/3Mm’-l) 
k=l > 
( J 
5 m’ ~ 213 
< 4+2 y -(m’-2/3)/(m’- I) dy 
I > 
m’ ~ 213 
= 4+ 
( 
1 
3(Fn- 1) > 
< C”‘. 
Finally, we estimate the constant D,, appearing in the BrascampLieb 
inequality. This constant is given by the formula 
where 41, d2, and d3 are the mean zero Gaussian densities with variances 
. * I 
(J: =- 
1 
27cfi) 
c:=j-& and 
In fact these variances are such that 
s R4L(XYdx= 1, 42(O)= 1 
Consequently, we get 
2 
X 
Yl Y: 
---7-- ... 2a; 20, 
(Ytd-YnG II2 _ 1 dy dy,, 1 ’ . . 
=(2X) CT3 (m’ - I)/2 m’-1 
- 
1 ml-l) 3(m’-l) 
“:=G mr-2/3 . ( > 
and i Rd3(x)pdx=1. 
YL YX, (Y1 -Y2J2 
--2- 
- . . . 
2ls: 20, 20: 
X 
(z1+ ... +z,*-,)2 - . . - 
20; 
_ (z, + ... +z,,)2 z: --- _.. 20: 20: -5 3 1 dz,...dz,, 
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G&) -2 dz, 3 1 +. dz,, 
J3(27[03(mS-1)/2 
= 3’/4(2n)(m’-1)/2 ay’-l 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 1 
We first state the following useful formula which will be needed in the 
sequel. For ai> -1, 1 <i<k+ 1, one has 
s (s1-s)n’(s2-s1)(12...(s~-s~~l)a~(t-sk)a~+’ds1...dsk {s<s,<sz< ... <Sk<f} 
T(a,+l)T(a,+l)...T(a,+,+l) 
= r(u,+a,+ 
a,+ ... +.k+l+k 
... +a,+,+k+ 1) (‘-‘) (16) 
The main estimate of this section is the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let n = 2m for some integer m > 1 and let us assume 
that 1 Q q < 2 A (1 +2/m). Then there exist constants C and y depending 
only upon q and m such that 
J 
~eAl!E2KE(tI, .. . . tn)-BE(tl, . . . . t,) 
(O<(,< ... <r,<I) 4 
’ dt, . ..dt.< Cc?. (17) 
Proof: We introduce some notation. Let n be the set of multi-indices 
k=(kl,...,k+, ) such that kj 2 1 and kzi + 1 is odd and k2i is even for every 
i=O, 1, . . . . m. For every subset JC (0, 1, . . . . m} we set 
A,= {h . . . . k, 1 ) E ,4; kZi+ r = 1 whenever i E J}. 
Also, for each multi-index k = (k,, . . . . k,+l)EA we set Ikl for the number 
of coordinates of k which are equal to one and for each integer r we set 
A,= {kc/l; I kl =r}. Notice that .4,= UcardJ=,/iJ. Finally we set 
@(k, t,, . . . . t,) = 2” 
k,k;...k; 
E” Ik;-k;I . ..Ik.-k;+,I 
x exp 
[ 
-$(t,(k:-l)+(t,-t,)(k:-I)+ ... 
+(t,-t,-,)(k~-l)+(l-t,)(k~+,-1)) . 1 
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All these notations have been introduced to give the simple expression 
$.““’ IKYfl, . . . . t,)- Wt,, . . . . t,)l s$’ 1 @(k, t,, . . . . t,). 
r=O ICE/y, 
We now begin the actual proof of the important estimate (17). We fix num- 
bersO<t,< . .. < t, < 1 and PO, fl,, . . . . /3,,- , in the interval [ 1, 2). When k 
belongs to /i, we estimate the exponential exp[ - (i,/&*)(t, - tjp ,)(kf - l)] 
by C.sPr[~,(t,-tj-,)(k~-1)]P8r’2providedkj#l. In this way weget 
n 
-ei.l’E2 K”(t,, . ..) t,) - lqt,, . ..) t,) 
4 
m-l 
<2” 1 EB,(n+l~r)~nC~(n+l~r) 
r=O 
k,k;...k; 
‘Ik:-k;/...ik,5-k;+,/I(k:-l)v lI”2+k;+,-l)v 111’2’ 
We choose PO= 1 and j,=(n+d)/(n+ 1 -r) for 1 <r<m-1 where 6>0 
is chosen to be small enough. Consequently 
72 e@ K”( t 1, . . . . 
4 t,) - B”(f, 2 ..., t,) 
where 
< cE6 c n 
J$i{O,l....,mJ (i-1)/2$J 
A= 1 
k,k+k; 
kc/, Ik:-k:I...Ik~-k;:+,II(k:-l)v l]1’2..#k;+,-l) v 1]1’2’ 
We now estimate the term A. Obviously 
Therefore 
k2 4 
(k2-1)v 1% 
A<C”+’ c 
k, . . k,k,-+! 1 
ks,, I+k:I 4k:-kt,+,I 
<c”+’ 1 
k, . . k,k,-+’ 1 
lrc,, I~,-~,I~~~I~,-~,+,II~,+~,I~~~I~,+~,+,I 
<c”+’ c 
1 
,ce,i Ik,-k,I . ..Ik.-k+,I k,k+, 
,< C”, 
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because of Lemma 2.3. Therefore for any q > 1 we have 
< CnyEyb 1 fl (t, - tip ,)-*plJl’2. 
Js(O, l.....m) (j-iV2e.l 
The estimate (17) follows provided qp,J, < 2 for each Js (0, 1, . . . . m}. If we 
set 1 J( = r, then if r = 0 one needs to pick q < 2. If r 2 1, the maximum 
value of /IIJ, is (n + 6)/(n + 1 - (m - 1)) = (2m + s)/(m + 2). Therefore we 
need to choose q < (2m + 4)/(2m + 6) = 1 + (4 - 6)/(2m + 6). Obviously, it 
is possible to choose 6 > 0 such that this is true provided q < 1 + 2/m. The 
proof of (17) is now complete. 1 
It is possible to get a sharper result in the particular case q = 1. Indeed, 
the dependence upon m of the constant can be precise and we can give a 
sharper right hand side to the formula (17). In fact one can prove: 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 2.4, for any y < 1 
there exists a positive constant C, such that 
s 71 - ei.l”*KE( t, , . . . . t,) - B”( t, , . . . . t,) 4 dt, . . . dt, 6 T. (18) {O<(,< ... <!,<l} 
Proof: For each JC (0, 1, . . . . m} we set 
S./(t1, .. . . t,)=2-” 1 @(k, t,, . . . . t,). 
ks/lJ 
We can rewrite S, as a product of r + 1 factors (here r denotes the number 
of elements of J) 
where 
k k2k2...k2 
I 2 3 L 
k ,,,,,, k,,=,,,,,ik:-k:llk~-k:l..‘,k~,,~:-k:,,,lk:,~~,~ 
even, kzn+, odd 
x exp +(k;-1)+(t2-tI)(k;-1) 
+ . . + (tzr, - tza, ~ 1 Mk:,, - 1)) 1 
580!107/2-13 
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s’ = E -2(w+ I ~ WI 
J 
h,+z,. .i kzo,, , = 2. 
k>, even klr+, odd 
x exp 
[ 
-~((f2R,+2-I?riil)(k:.ii2-I) 
+ .” +(tza,+,-t2.,+,-l)(k:,,+,-1)) . 1 
for 0 < 1~ r, and finally 
x exp -~((12a,+2-fla.+,)(k:,,+i-l) 
+ ... +(l-t,)(kf+,-1)) 1 , 
with the convention that S: = 1 if tl, = 0 and S;= 1 if t(, = m. Also we 
consider that there is no factorization when J= 0. 
Let us fix 0 < y < 1 and let us set /? = (y + 3)/2. In this case, 3/2 < /? < 2. 
We are going to show the following estimations: 
S:G 
&.YC2(W+ I - a/)
(t 2a,+2-f2,,+1 p-r (t 7-a/t I --t 2cq+1-1P 132pa’p’ ft2a,+2i+l-f*a,+2i)1’2 
(19) 
if O-cl<r and cr,+ 1 <cl,+,, 
if O<Itr and cr,+ 1 =u,+~, 
(20) 
(21) 
S>G 
EYc*(m - a,) 
(t 21,+2-f2a,+l ) 1/2...(fn-tn~1)1/2(1_f,)B12’ 
(22) 
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and finally 
Sm~&ct;1’*(t2-tl)~1’2...(1-tn)-1’2. (23) 
Proof of Inequality (19). Set m’ = 2(cl,+ I - a!) - 1. Notice that m’ > 3. 
We have 
s:< 4 2e-‘m’+l) 
0 
Cc 
,,,,,.4,=, 
k2 k, . . . k,. _ I 
k,fk2;c :. #km 
Ik,-k,I lb-k,I . ..Ik.,-k+,I 
x exp -~((12gt2-t2.,+l)(k:-l) 
+ ... +(t*a,+,-t2l,+,--l)(k~,-l)) . 1 
Notice that the function (P(E) = sP8ePi/‘* is bounded by CA-8’2. We multi- 
ply the first and the last exponentials by sPB and the other ones by s-i. 
Then, using the inequalities 
C ~ I312 
~-(t2z,+2-t2or,+I) 7 
k, 
E-8e-1,(IZa,+,~IZo,+,~,)(k~,- l)/&* <- kc (f2cr,+,-t2a,+,-1)r8’2, 
m’ 
and finally 
and we obtain (19) by applying Lemma 2.3. The proofs of the inequalities 
(21) and (22) are similar. In these cases we choose j? = 1 + y in which case 
we have 1</3<2. 
Proof of the Inequality (20). 
e-h(~z.,+2- f2.,+ ,)C&- lb2 G,+ 2 I1 -k:,,+212 
We now use the inequalities (19) to (22) and the formula (16) in order to 
estimate the integrals occurring in the expression of S$. Each function S$ 
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will be integrated on the interval [tZa,, Zag,+,], with the convention that 
fza, = 0 if I = 0 and assuming that ~1[+, <m. If TV,, i = m or if we consider the 
case of SJ, then the integral will be over [ tza,, 11. 
(I) Case 0 <u, + 1 < cr[+, < m (0 < I < r). 
I i f2., < Q.,+ 1< < bo,+ , I 
S:(t2q+,, ..., tza,+,)dfza,+, . ..dtzol.+,-, 
~Ey~,+l~I, q1 - p/q2 r(1/2)2(“‘+‘-“‘)-3 
f(a,+ 1 -a,+ l/2) 
x (t2a,+, - t2J@‘+ -I’)- 1’2. (24) 
To deduce the above inequality we have used the formula (16) with 
k = 2(a,+ 1 -a,) - 1 and the exponents 1, -p/2, - l/2, . . . . - l/2, -812 
where the exponent -l/2 is repeated 2(a,+, -a,)- 3 times. Notice also 
that 
a,+ ... +a,+,+k+l=(a,+,-a,)+~-/?~al+l-a,+~. 
If a ,+ i = m we obtain the bound 
(t 2a/+, - t2aJ (m/+~-w+W) EYp+ I ~ 2, 
r(a,+ 1 -a,+5/2) . 
(25) 
(II) CaseO<a,+l =a,+I<m (O<I<r). 
s 
‘*“+’ S:(t2rx,+ ,, b,,,) dtzcl,+ I< C. 
Q., 
(26) 
If a ,+ i =m we integrate with respect o the variables dt2,,+ ,dt2a,+, and we 
obtain the bound C( 1 - t2a,). 
(III) CaseO<a,#m. 
s {O<ll< ... Q.,} s:(h, . . a,) dt,. . . ha, - 1
.& EYp r(1/2) 2a’p’ r(l-P/2) tl,p3/2 
r(al - l/2) 
za, . (27) 
Here we have used the formula (16) with k = 2a, - 1 and the exponents 
-b/2, - l/2, . . . . - l/2 where the exponent - l/2 is used 2a, - 1 times. In 
this case 
a1 + 
P 1 
... +a,+,+k+l=a,-~+~~aI-~. 2 
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If tlr = m we obtain the bound 
E’p 
p, + 112 
I 
T(M2;+ J/2)’ 
(IV) Case a,<m (l=r). 
(28) 
i 
Ut2,. 1, ...T tn) dfzx,+ 1 . . dt, 
{ IZr, < < f. < I } 
< &yp--r 
r(l-P/2)r(1/2)“~2”~-1 (1-t 
r(m - a, + 3/2) 2% 
)m-.or,+l,2 
Here we have used the formula (16) with k = n - 2a, and the exponents 1, 
- l/2, . ..) - l/2, -/I/2 where the exponent - l/2 is used n - 2a, - 1 times. 
Notice that 
a1 + 
B 5 
... +ak+, +k+ 1 =m-ar-2ii-m-ar+i, 
(V) Finally we have 
s S+(tl,..., t,)dr,...dt,<CE r( 1/2)n+ 1 r(m + l/2)’ (29) {1,< “‘<h) 
In conclusion, from the inequalities (24) to (29) we deduce that the integral 
of each factor S$ is bounded by 
EYCa,+,-I, (f2a,+, - t2,,)“i’-a’-3i2, 
r(a,+ 1 -a,- l/2) 
provided 0 < al < . . . < a, < m. Consequently, if we integrate the product of 
these expressions over the domain (0 < fZixl < fzz2 < . . . < f2+ < 1 } we 
obtain 
i 
S,(t,, . . . . t,) dr, . ..dt.< 
cm$+ lb C”&Y 
(O<f,< ... <r.clj r(m+(r+1)/2)’ m! ’ 
Notice that when y tends to one the constant C, which depends on 
r( 1 - b/2) tends to co. This completes the proof of (18). 1 
Remark. The following bound holds: 
s BE(t 1 1, . . . . t2,) dt, . . . dr,, < - {Ocrl< ... <Qm<l) 2”m!’ 
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Indeed 
BE(t 1, . . . . t2,,,) dt, . . dt,, 
(O<Q< ... <lzm<l} 
= J /O<b< <&<l} 
0 
c!m- tzm-2 . . t,GE(s) ds 
0 1 
dt2...dtz,,, 
<2”. 
m! 
LEMMA 2.6. Let n = 2m and let g: [0, 11” -+ [w be an integrable and 
symmetric function and let us consider the integral 
A’=l s(t1, .‘.Y t,) I//E(t*-tl) Il/,(t4- td (O<l,< ... <!,<I] 
Then one has 
1 
lim A” = lim - At, 9 ..‘? t,) $F(fl - t2) 
C\O &LO 2”m! c0.1~" 
. ..+.(t,-, -t,) dt, . ..dt., (30) 
in the sense that if one of the limits exists so does the other one and the two 
limits are equal. 
Proof. In order to check the validity of (30), we define, for each 
permutation 0 of { 1,2, . . . . n}, the quantity 
A”,= s g(t 1, ..., {o<r,< ... <t,<l) trz) ~,(td*)- h)) 
. ..$.(fcr(n- I)- t,(n)) dtl . ..dt.. 
If e is such that the set { o(2i - l), a(2i)) is of the form { 2j- 1,2j} for all 
i = 0, 1, . . . . m and for some Jo (0, 1, . . . . m}, then we have A”, = A”. 
Otherwise we have limElo A”, = 0. This last fact is not difficult to prove but 
the proof in the general case is tedious. We illustrate the type of (elemen- 
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tary) estimates which are needed in the particular case of the transposition 
of 2 and 3 in ( 1,2, 3,4}. In this case 
cc 
lj(t) <4e-3”2”8 1 
4j2 
j=l (4j2- 1)2’Cepr” 
and its immediate consequence 
IL,(r,-t,)~r(f4-12)~~.t -t it -t 
3 I 4 2 
whenever 0 < t, < t, < t, < t4. Therefore, 
n! . 
!EA”=2”m!!!E (O<q<...<,n<,) I dt I, . ..> 4J vmCk(fl - f2) 
. ..I).(?,- t,pl)] dt, . ..dt., 
1 
=2”m! $t I g(t 1, . . . . t,) wCtiE(fl - f2) [&I,” 
. ..t/QE(tn- t,-I)] dt, ..-dt, 
’ lim =- 
2”m! &lo I s(t 13 . ..Y 4J ti,(ll - f2) CO.II~ 
. ..ICl.(t,-tf,~,)dtl...dt,. 1 
As a consequence of the equality (30) we obtain the following result: 
LEMMA 2.7. Let g: [0, 11’” --) R be a continuous and symmetric function. 
Then 
lim A”= 
&LO & Tr” g, 
where the multiple trace Tr”‘g is defined by the formula 
Tr’“g = f g(tl, tl, t,, t,, . . . . t,, t,) dt,dt, . ..dt.,,. 
co, 11” 
This result justifies the following definition: 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let g: [0, 112” --+ R be a symmetric and integrable func- 
tion. We will say that g has a multiple trace of order m if the following limit 
exists: 
Tr”‘g = lim f s(t 1, .--1 ~10 [o,ip 
t,)II/E(t,-t2)-..~,(tn~,-tn)dtl~~~dt,. 
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3. APPROXIMATE CONTINUITY OF WIENER FUNCTIONALS 
Let F: Sz 4 R be a random variable on the Wiener space. We will say 
that F has an approximate limit equal to 1 at the origin if 
for all 6 > 0. 
lim P{IF-11 >61 11 WII, <E} =0 
CL0 
We discuss the approximate limits (at the origin) of multiple stochastic 
integrals before considering the general case. The following theorem is an 
easy consequence of the estimates obtained in the preceding section. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let f be a symmetric function on [0, 11’” which belongs 
to Lp( [0, 1 lZm) for some p > (1 + m/2) v 2. Then we have 
(31) 
in the sense that the limit of the conditional expectation exists if and only if 
f has a m-multiple trace, in which case both sides are finite and equal. 
Proof: Using the notations of Section 2 with n = 2m we have 
wl(f)l II WI, -4 
n. I 
= P(ll WI, a) I f(t I1 ..., 
t,) K”(t,, . . . . t,) dt, . ..dt. 
{O<I,< <I,<l] 
According to Proposition 2.4, it suffices to show that 
&t-L P(II WII, <E) 
nl 
. i f(t I, ..., t,) BE(t,, . . . . t,) dt, . ..dt. (0 < r, c < ,, < 11 
=&(-l)m Tr”f 
but this follows from the fact that 
lim e 
~ 2,/c= 71 
El0 P(II WI(, -cc}=? 
and our definition of the existence of a multiple trace for J: 1 
THEOREM 3.2. Let f: [0, 11’” 4 R! be a symmetric kernel in Lp( [0, 11’“) 
for some p > 1 + 2m and let us also assume that f possesses a multiple trace 
in the sense of Definition 2.1. Then, with the usual notation n = 2m we have 
(2m)! (- 1)" 
2,,,m! 7rm/12 1 II wii,<&}=o. 
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In other words, the multiple Wiener integral Z,(f) has an approximate limit 
(at the origin) which is equal to 01, Tr”f where cc,,, = (- 1)” 2 -“(2m)!/m!. 
Notice that the result stil holds if f~ LP( [0, 11”) where n is odd, 
provided that p > 1 f n. In that case. 
lim ~{l~,(f)12 I II Wll, <E) =O. &LO 
Moreover, in the particular case n = 1, the result is even true for any 
f E L*( [0, 11). Indeed, if g is a smooth function such that II f-g 11 2 -=c 6, 
Shepp and Zeitouni’s result implies that 
w1m1*1 II WII, -=&I ~2qI4km II WI, <E) +26*, 
and the desired result follows easily. 
Proof. The preceding theorem implies that it suffices to show that 
lim E {Z,(f)’ I /I WI1 ;. < E} = cct, (ZYf)*. (32) 
EL0 
The product formula for multiple stochastic integrals gives 
In(f)*= i r! : 212n-2r(f6rf). 
r=O 0 
where f 6 r f denotes the symmetrization of the kernel 
f@f= Jco ,,,f( .> 31, . . . . s,)f( ., sl, . . . . s,) ds, . . ds,. 
Notice that fg,,f~ Lp( [0, l]*(“-‘) ). Therefore, if p > 1 + 2m we can apply 
formula (17) of Proposition 2.4 to each of the kernels f&,f and the 
convengence in (32) becomes equivalent to 
lim i r! 
n (2n-2r)! 
&.-=Or=O 0 r 2”-‘(n-r)! o”-‘j-,,2~“~,) cm”ml>...> t2n-2,) 
Therefore we need to compute the limit as E L 0 of 
n 
c 0 1 r. 
n (-l)“-’ 
r=O 
r 2”-‘(n-r)! 5 J-co,,l”“m,, (f~rf)kw~ ...? fa(2n-22r)) 
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where (r runs over all permutations of { 1,2, . . . . 2n - 2r}. For such a 
permutation 0 we define 
F; = {j= 1, 2, . . . . n-r;a(2j-l)<n-randa(2j)<n-r} 
Fi={j=1,2 , . . . . n - r; a(2j - 1) > n - r and c(2j) > n - r}, 
and 
F: = {j= 1, 2, . . . . n-r;a(2j-l)<n-randa(2j)>n-ror 
a(2j-l)>n-rando(2j)<n-r}. 
Ft u Fi u F: is a partition of { 1, 2, . . . . n-r}. Let us fix p such that 
2p ,< n - r. For all the permutations G such that #FL =p and #F: =p (in 
which case # Fz = n - r - 2p), the integral appearing in the expression (33) 
has the same value. The number of permutations verifying this property is 
n-r ( > (n-r)! n-r-p ( > (n - r)! p (n-r-2p)! p (n-r-2p)! [(n-r-2p)!]22”P’P2P 
C(n-rY13 2nprp2p 
=(p!)* (n-r-2p)! 
Consequently, the expression (33) can be written as 
i @!)’ 7(-l)“-’ 1 1 r=O r. (p!)’ (n - r-2p)! 2*P ‘Lr’ (34) p:0<2p<n--r 
where 
and 
z;,/= (f;“‘,f;“’ * $y-2p))L2(co, l]“-“)’ 
fd”‘C . ) = j,, 2,bf(tl 9 ...? t*p, ~)$,(t2-t,)~~~t+b,(t2p-t2p-l)dtdt1~~~dt2p. 
The convolution with the approximation of the identity $F(n-r-2P) and 
the scalar product can be regarded as operations on the whole real line R 
instead of [0, l] by setting f:’ equal to zero on [0, 11’. We claim that 
lim (fF),fj&) * $~(n~r~2P) -fj”)) =O. (35) 
E\O 
Indeed, if we denote by pi’ the Fourier transform of fr’ 1 ro, I,“mZp, then 
Parseval equality gives 
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We know that 1 $~‘n0’-2p’ - 11 is uniformly bounded and converges to 
zero point-wise as E L 0. So it suffices to show that the family 
{ 1 f:’ 1 2; E > 0 } is uniformly integrable on Iw” - ‘P. For this we only need to 
show that the If:‘} are bounded in Ly( rWnezp) for some q > 2 and this is 
true because of the Haussdorff-Young inequality which says that the 
Fourier transform is a bounded operator from Lq’ into Lq whenever 
4 -’ + q’- ’ = 1. Indeed, the functionsff’ are bounded in L2 (even in Lp for 
some p > 1 + 2~). 
Consequently the expression (34) becomes 
It &(~(n;2p) w-2”) (n-12p)! Ilfy 
,,o(P!) 2 
and this converges to CZZ?;, ( Tr”f)2 by our hypothesis. 1 
We are now ready to discuss the case of a general random variable 
FE L2(sZ) having an infinite Wiener chaos expansion F= C,“=, Z,(f,). We 
will assume that the kernels f, are bounded. But first we establish the 
analog of Theorem 3.1 in the present situation. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let F= I,“=, Z, (f,,) be a square integrable random 
variable such that 
for all K> 0. Let us also assume that f2, possesses an m-multiple trace for 
all m> 1. Then 
lim E{FI/IWII,<E}=E{F)+ f 0 
EL0 ,_,2mm!W fimfzm. 
ProoJ: We want to show that 
!‘lmoE f ~~,(f~m~IllW,,<~]= f %,,Trmf2,,,. (36) 
m=l m=l 
From Theorem 3.1 we know that 
!yo ~{Z2,(fim)I I WII, -=&I =~,Tr"f~, 
for every fixed m 2 1. Consequently it suffices to show that the tails of the 
series appearing in (34) converge to zero uniformly in E > 0. This follows 
from the estimate (18) of Proposition 2.4. In fact, on one hand we have 
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(I IT x ze “‘fe2Ke(t, ) . . . . t,)-BBE(t ,,..., t,) +B”(r ,,..., t,) > dt, .-.dt, 
~IIf2mIIcc 
( 
(2m)! (2m)! 
C”--/+2”m’ I 
.> 
and, on the other hand 
and this completes the proof of the proposition. 1 
We introduce a particular class of random variables. We denote by 9 the 
family of random variables FE L2(Q) having a Wiener chaos expansion 
F=Ccco Z,(f,) such that 
n~“,/;;iK”ll~nll,c~ 
for all the positive constants K > 0. This class has the following elementary 
stability properties. 
LEMMA 3.4. The class 9 is an algebra. Moreover (f F= E;=, I,( f,) and 
G = C,“= o I,, (g,) belong to 9 then 
FG= f I,,,~(cp,O, where (P,,,, = c r! n m O( > fA3AL. t?l’=O m’=n+m-2r r r 
O<r<nAlll (37) 
Proof The result follows easily from the following computations: 
for any constant C > 0 because K > 0 can be chosen arbitrarily large. m 
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THEOREM 3.5. Let F be a random variable of the class 9 such that the 
kernels f2,,, possess m-multiple traces for all m > 1. Then 
lim IE F- T cl,Tr”f,,--E(F) ‘III W[I,<F 
EL0 {I m=l 
Proof: It only suffices to show that 
lim E{F’I 11 WII,<s}= E(F)+ f 
2 
a, Tr”f2, y Cl0 m=l 
because of Theorem 3.3. Now, it follows from Lemma 3.4 that F2 belongs 
to the class 9 and that the kernels of its expansion in the Wiener chaos are 
given by formula (37) provided one replaces g by f: Then using the estimate 
(18) of Proposition 2.5 it suffices to show that 
cc 2 
=I[E{F}+ c cq,,Trmf2m . 
m=l 
Using the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 the right hand 
side of (38) can be rewritten as 
c 
1 
p,q:2p<n--r,Zq<m--r 2”‘- 
“+“p!q!(m’-r-p-q)! 13 qJqr, (39) 
n-2p=m-2q 
where 
For each n, m we have (recall the convergence (35) in the proof of 
Theorem 3.2) 
(40) 
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Moreover the quantity I;,y,r is bounded uniformly in E >O by a constant 
sr(n, m, p, q, Y) which is summable in the indices n, m, p, q, r. Consequently 
the limit in E commutes with the summation and the limit (39) is equal to 
lim $J 
E\O 
c 
mm=0 p,y,n-2p=m-2y>n 
(- 1 I,+, 2”:!2;;,q, 
. . 
n+m=2m’ 
n-2P m’-p-q 
c( r=O r > 
(-1) 
m’--r-p-q <jwff,J) 
=!Fo f (-l)p+y 
p.q=o 
gy$ <f:;!,J::!,> 
02 
= E(F)+ c cIpTrpf2p . 2 I 
IF= I
Remark. We studied so far the existence of approximative limits of 
Wiener functionals at the origin. The results we proved can be extended to 
the case of the approximative limit at any element h of the Cameron 
Martin space, i.e., a function h of the form h, = jb h, ds for some element 
heL2( [0, I]). We recall that a Wiener functional F is said to have an 
approximative limit c(h) at h whenever 
lim P{IF--t(h)1 >61 11 W-hII, <E} =O, (41) 
r:\O 
for any 6 > 0. We know (see Lemma 1.3 in [S] ) that the convergence in 
(41) is equivalent to 
lim ~{IF(W+~)-~(~)~>~~IIWII,<E}=O. (42) 
&LO 
In order to illustrate how the preceeding results can be extended to this 
situation, let us consider the case F = Z, (f,,) where f, is bounded. Then 
F(W+h)= i “. Z,(f, &-jh@(“Pj)). 
0 ,=o J 
Consequently, if we assume that the kernels f, 6 n ~ 2k h @(n ~ 2k) have a mul- 
tiple trace in the sense of Definition 2.1 for all k = 0, . . . . [n/2], then F has 
an approximative limit at h and this limit is given by 
Notice that t(h) can be formally obtained by replacing dW, by h, dt in the 
expression of In(f,,) as a sum of Stratonovich integrals (see [6]). 
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4. APPLICATION TO THE ONSAGER-MACHLUP FUNCTIONAL 
Let bi: [0, l] x 08 + Iw, i = 1,2, be measurable functions which are twice 
continuously differentiable in x for each fixed t. We assume that the 
constant c defined by 
is finite and we set b(l, x, vf = b, (t, X) + b2 (t, X) y. This section is devoted 
to an application of the theory developed in this paper to the stochastic 
differential equation 
s, X,, j’a,dX,) ds, 
0 
where tl is a (real valued) bounded function on [0, 11. We rewrite this 
equation as the system 
dX, = dW, + b(t, X,, Y,) dt 
(44) 
dY,=a,dW,+a,b(t, X,, Y,)dt. 
If b2 (t, x) does not depend on X, then the function b is Lipschitz in (x, v) 
and the existence and uniqueness result hold for the system (44). In any 
case, we can always construct a weak solution. 
Recall that for each path 4 in the Cameron Martin space, i.e., of the form 
for some square integrable function d, the Onsager-Machlup function L($) 
is defined as 
whenever this limit exists. Girsanov’s theorem implies that the process 
p, = W, + 4, - ji b (s, W, + qh,, 5’ a,dW, + j: a,d, du) ds 
0 
is a Wiener process under a new probability measure Q defined by 
M=~=exp[~~[b(t, W,+(,,i~a,dW,+f~a~~,ds)-~,]dW,] 
1 1 -- 2 o b t, w,+hJ; 
JI ( 
a~dW~+J~a,d,ds)-~~12dt}. 
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Notice that E { M) = 1 because we can find positive numbers p and C such 
that 
Q PIShw,l~} <c 
for all t E [0, l] (see [4]). Consequently, the law of the process X under P 
coincides with the law of W+ 4 under Q and we obtain 
THEOREM 4.1. Under the above assumptions on b and a it holds that 
Ud=exp [-if Ib;(t,(,)+bi(t,8,)j:r,l,ds]dt-~j:b,(r,d,)o,dt 
-4 j-01~b,(~,~,)+b;lr,,.ii:i.d,di-~,~2dt]. (45) 
Proof Notice that if suffices to show that 
&limo lE(L(4))’ MI )I WII, <E} = 1. 
We use the expansions 
b,(t, W,+~,)=b,(t,~,)+b;(t,~,) W+R:, 
b,(t, W,+~,)=b,(t,~,)+b;(t,~,) W,+R:> 
where I Rj) < C I W, 1’ for i = 1,2 and some random variable C. Plugging 
these expressions into the expression of M and using the argument of Ikeda 
and Watanabe (see [7]), the problem reduces to showing the following 
convergences (46), (47), . . . . and (52) for any real number ;1. We use the 
notation 5, = Jh a,dW, in order to simplify some of the formulas. 
(46) 
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lim sup lE{ exp [ 1 j: [ 
&\O 
R: + Rf j; wi ds] dw,] / II WII oc -cc} G 1 
&Cc 4,) t, dw, 
vW] 1 ll,,,,)~l 
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(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
(51) 
x *ct,qi,ds-4, 
I 
2 
0 
-~h,(~,m,,+h,(~,m,,~~~.~~d~-/,~2]d~]~ IIWIM~}~~. (52) 
The convergence (46) follows from the recent results of Shepp and Zeitouni 
(see [lo] ). Let us prove (47). To simplify the notation we set 
B,=~(b;(t,m.)+b;(r,(,)j):z,Q,ds). 
The convergence (47) is equivalent to 
lim E exp 
EL0 i [J 
l/!?,W,dW,-$f?,W;dt]~ 11 WI,<~)=elli~ll~R~” (53) 
0 0 
In order to prove this limit we consider the random variable 
F=exp 
[ 
j’p,W,dW,-f~l/l,Wfdl . 
0 0 1 
F has the Wiener chaos expansion 
F= 1 Zn(f,A 
n 
where 
h= 1 
fn = 0 if n is odd 
fZm=(2m)! 12 1.4 4 P  ..8., if 0 < t, < t2 < . . . < t,, < 1. 
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Therefore, F satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 3.3 with 
Trmfz, = (2m)! -’ (j’ /3,+. 
0 
Consequently we obtain 
lim E{FI IIWI(,<s}=l+ 1 - z t--l)” ‘p dt lli=,-W2,J~Bdr 
&LO (s > m=, Ym! 0 ’ 
and this completes the proof of (53). The convergence (48) follows by the 
arguments of Ikeda and Watanabe. The proof of (49) is very similar to that 
of (47). In fact, we show 
and 
b,(r,c$,,‘i:df]I II Wllm--)41~ (55) 
The proof of (54) follows the lines of the proof of (53). In this case we have 
for n = 2m and t , < t, < . . . < t,. Consequently, we have 
m 
and (54) follows from Theorem 3.3. 
The convergence in (55) is immediate if the function ~1, is smooth. Conse- 
quently it is enough to show that 
II WIl,<e}<l. (56) 
This estimate can be obtained using Jensen’s inequality and the Gaussian 
inequality used by Shepp and Zeitouni and which says that 
WlL >6 I II WII, <~}<P’{~~,~>6}.Indeed 
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which converges to 1 as 1) a)I2 L 0. We now prove the convergence (50). 
We first notice that (50) follows by the standard arguemnts of Ikeda and 
Watanabe whenever a is smooth. We set yI = &(t, 4,) so that it suffices to 
show that 
Let us consider the martingale M, defined by 
M,=S,W~-jda,d~=j~5,dW~+J‘:a,W,dW,. 
Zeitouni and Shepp’s argument implies that 
)i~~ lim sup E exp 
t\O 
{ [j~y,(j~a,ds)dW’r]l IIWIlm<&}~l. 
The proof of (57) reduces to proving that 
,, 
a 
f’ y,M, dW 
0 
,]I II Wllm-}G. (58) 
One has 
,, l~~.li~~~p~{exp[j~~:M:dr]l llWll,<~}~l. (59) 
OL 
Indeed, one can write 
and we can then apply again Jensen’s inequality and the argument of 
Shepp and Zeitouni to get rid of the conditional expectation. Therefore 
(58) follows from 
y,M,dW,- ; c’ y;M;dt 
0 
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This last result can be proved in the following way. We consider the square 
integrable random variable 
G=exp i’ y,M,dW,-ij’ yfA4f dt , 
[ 0 0 1 
and its Wiener chaos expansion 
G=l+ f Ink,) 
n=l 
with 0, if n is not a multiple of 3 
-h gn= (3m)! r ot{o,I~~~II+.~~~~~~+“~f~“~~I~,-2+”Y~,, if n=3mandO<t,< ... <t,,<l. 
The kernels g, satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 3.3. Indeed 
I g, I < $ 2c”‘37 II a II p3’ II y II g’3’, 
and g, possesses a multiple trace in the sense of Definition 2.1. Conse- 
quently, Theorem 3.3 implies that 
lim E{GI IIWJI,<s}=l+ c m (-1)” WY Trkg2k 
2kk! 610 k=l 
(61) 
Suppose first that n = 6j. Then the trace of g, is equal to 
Consequently, the right hand side of (61) is bounded by 
1 + f. (II u II 2 II Y II 212’ 
i=l (3j)!2’ ’ 
which converges to 1 as 11 a I( 2 L 0. 
Let us prove the convergence (51). We have 
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=eso+al +a2. 
The term a, can be controlled by the martingale exponential inequality 
a1 G cej.dc2 
I 
Oc eye -.vl(2ke4) & < ~~i.,e=,~&4~ -60/2Kc4 
60 
which converges to zero as E L 0, for any fixed K and do. The term a, is 
controlled by Jensen’s inequality and the Shepp-Zeitouni result 
a, d e -KY+‘&, E{e JfiZdr 1 I( WII, <&} 
1 
G-e -(K- 1)60 
K-l 
1 
G-e 
-(K-l)&, 
K-l c 
’ E {et:} dt, 
0 
which converges to zero as Kf co. Notice that we can assume IE {et:} < co 
for all t, because we can replace the function c1 by a function 6 such that 
II oi 1) z is small and a - oi is smooth, and for a - oi we can use the classical 
arguments which can be found in Ikeda and Watanabe, for example. 
A simple continuity argument reduces the proof of (52) to the proof of 
1imsupE exp 
E\O i [ 
~‘(cllt,I+C25f)df 
0 
]I llWll,<,)<l. 
This estimate follows from the inequalities 
E exp 
i [ 
[‘cllC,llkdf 
0 
11 llwl~~<&}~~~IE(e~l~~~‘l IIWI,<~)d~ 
d 
s 
’ IE {eclSri’} dt, 
0 
for k = 1,2 and provided the L2 norm of a is small enough, 
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